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FORGOTTEN SCIENCE BEHIND
about the Traditional practices which we
TRADITION
used to do but we forgot to follow in this
modern saying and western culture seeking
By Thillai Rajan
period. Our Fore Fathers framed these
From Netaji Subhas University, Jamshedpur,
Traditional practices to improve the human
Jharkhand
lifestyle and to improve their health and
mind. But they are aware that peoples are in
the mind of believing in God/religion but not
Abstract
in Science. So they created Practices that
should accompany the religion or with Native
A tradition can be defined as a belief or
places. In the thought of modern, we are
behavior which is passed down within a
forgetting traditional as a thought of
group or society with symbolic meaning and
Superstitions, Which is true science. Our
special significance with origins from the
forefathers said a lot of science in the name
past. Tradition is a term which is more
of Traditions. We can't afford to lose those
associated with biodiversity. Some of the
presents in the name of superstitions. Some
examples are traditional varieties, traditional
of the Traditions which we have forgotten to
practices of cultivation and traditional
follow or lethargic to follow will be as, m
environment. Conceptually, if you will see
follows.
them tradition and science are two
intersecting spheres which overlap on various
Forgotten Traditional Practices:
principles. This intersection many times
conceived to represent reality. It is seen many
1. Eating with spoon:
times that tribal practices have exhibit
underlying scientific bases. Some times it's
Our Tradition is to eat by hand and not by
very important to understand that every
spoon. In physics, there is a theory that
traditional practices are not superstition but
says there will be leakage of energy from
rather have some scientific bases. This article
every corner. Our hand is gifted with five
will try to establish the various scientific
fingers, it has five corners in its tips. There
bases behind all the traditional practice and at
will be leakage of energy from that tips.
the same time will try to present the synergy
When we eat food using those fingers,
between tradition and science. It's very
automatically we consume energy along
important to create awareness among the
with food1. But spoon will have a blunt side
society for various tradition practices and
on its eating end, so when we are eating in
uncovered all the myths surrounding them.
spoon we are losing energy which is
available for free of cost. Our fingertips
Introduction:
have more potential than we thought. That
is why our forefathers insisted on eating by
Indians are always good at science; they also
hand, though many Asian countries used
implemented that knowledge in those
Chopsticks.
traditions. In this article, we are going to see
1
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When we are praying to God or greeting
and skinny jeans are too high. US news &
Someone, Indians tradition is to Join their
world report announced ‘A woman was sent
hands together fingertips facing upwards
to the hospital because of wearing skinny
and holding near their chest. It is used to
jeans’ and skinny tight denim is officially
concentrate all those energies in one place.
announced as Hazardous to health. All
in that posture, we join all those ten tips
traditional dresses are made for our comfort
and we are concentrating those energies
but we pick costumes with no comfort. If our
into us. Due to some western culture
forefathers framed something means it must
penetration, many feel weird to do this, but
mean something. Those skin jeans will
deep down it is buried with science.
disturb our blood circulation, That is why
traditional wear exists. They thought about
Finger signs and symbols are used to improve
all factors and designed those wears.
physical and mental strength and also many
Adopting modern and trying western things
signs are used to cure diseases which are
are appreciable but forgetting own culture is
many not aware of. That signs practice are
a sin. We can't wear traditional wear every
called MUTHURAI(signs) in Tamil and
day, but at least we need to wear loose dresses
MUDRA in English. You can’t use those
instead of tight dresses.
Mudras in-ground, because those energies
will be transferred to earth, so you need to be
3. Crossed Legs:
above the insulators. These are also used in
many traditional dance steps. There are a lot
Indian tradition always concentrates on
of courses out there just to study those signs.
respecting others, especially the elders. Our
Some common signs are as follows:
parents or elders always ask us not to do cross
legs in front of elders, youngsters who need
to be respected, and even non-humans which
are all need to be respected we should not do
cross legs in front of them also, for example,
our food. If you noticed, more than half of
your daytime, you will be near all those
characters. So, automatically doing cross legs
duration will be reduced into half and
sometimes even less. Research says that a
cross leg will disturb the blood flow in our leg
and many IT and table workers are affected
by neural damage and face cramps often. Our
forefathers are more concerned about health
so they created this tradition which we are
Prana
Gyan
Merudanda
following for ages. But nowadays it become
Mudra
Mudra
Mudra
style and modern. Many do cross legs during
a
2. Wearing Tight Dresses
eating food and also at all places. Indian
tradition is one of the best cultural and
If you noticed in all the traditional dresses,
traditional hubs in this world because of their
none of them will be tight and uncomfortable
knowledge and talent.
dresses. But our craze towards leg fit pants
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forehead and if they married they wear Pottu
in their head where Crown chakra is Situated.
These will help them in maintaining their
mood and well being.
With that Jewelleries made up of gold given
to them have an ability of cooling, energy
maintenance and stimulating the pressure
points. They cared about them and created
and said it is Tradition. But deep down there
is Hidden science. But as a thought of
modernism, we lost those traditional

4. Wearing Pottu or Bindi or Tilak:
There are two theories, in the human body,
there are 12 chakras and the other is there are
7 chakras. In both theories, the Third eye
chakra is common. The third eye chakra is
situated at the middle of the eyebrows in the
forehead. That chakra is used to know things
and to command. This is the power of all and
is also considered the core of chakras. Now,
When you keep Pottu on your forehead, it
will bring peace and calm to your body. It
will stimulate that chakra and ease the flow
of energy all over the world2.
Due to some religious Factors and due to
some western and modern factors cause all to
avoid wearing Pottu. It was worn by both
males and females. And Forefathers created a
term that among them, women must need to
wear Pottu as a rule. The main reason behind
that was, in the olden days women stay at
home alone and also they had responsibilities
to carry and a lot of works to do, so being
depressed become their second nature. To
keep them calm and also as a helping hand
they come with this idea. They wore Pottu
2
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practices.
5. Ring In Ring Finger:
Traditionally people used to say that the Ring
finger will attract positive energy and the
Thumb finger will attract Negative Energy.
So, people then fear negative Energy like
ghosts, spirits and Negative Energies, so
everyone wore in their Ring Finger. Main
Reason for saying that is, nerve from the
heart is directly connected to the left Ring
Finger. If we wear a ring on that finger it will
keep the blood circulation well. In the old
times, they used copper which have high
potential in triggering and maintaining the
blood flow. But days are gone, they forgot
that as tradition and started wearing on all
fingers on their own. Gold, Silver, Platinum
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wordzz.com/25
-scientific-reasons-behind-hindu-traditions/%3famp
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all have the potential to keep that in check.
attribute and also it helps with the oral
All fingers have their uses but, the left ring
immune system. Every part of the peepal tree
finger is
has a medicinal feature, it can cure diarrhoea,
the
Gastric troubles. The banyan tree is used to
ultimate
cure ulcers and skin diseases. More than that
asset we
all these three trees barks can be used to brush
need to
our teeth which improves our mouth and
have.
teeth health. To protect those trees from
cutting they came up with the idea of Sacred.

6. Worshipping trees:
Every religion has its holy trees and peoples
worship those trees. When comes to
Hinduism there are many trees to be
mentioned about. But three major trees are
sacred for Hinduism, Buddism and Jainism.
Those trees are the Banyan Tree(ficus
religiosa banyan), Peepal Tree (ficus
religiosa peepal), and Neem Tree
(Azadirachta indica neem). When all these
trees are planted in the same pit and let grow
for 7 feet and their barks meet with each
other., then it is called 'Triveni'. But, Modern
peoples thinks there is no profitability from
those superstitious activities and they treat all
trees as equal3.
Of course, every tree is important but, those
three trees mentioned above have high
medicinal attributes. When Air touches that
leaves, that air turns into a packet of invisible
drugs that anyone can consume free of cost.
That's why elders always advised planting
those trees in temples so, everyone can get
their merits and also the advice to sit there for
few minutes too, so we can get those air to the
fullest. The neem tree is Antiseptic, Antiinflammatory and it has an immune-boosting
3

Ramandeep kaur, Scared trees workshop in India,
MyIndia,
(Mar
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,
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PM)
,

Muslims worship Christ's thorn jujube
(Ziziphus spina Christi). This is also
mentioned in Quran. This tree is also called
an evergreen tree. This plant is used for fever,
wounds, ulcers, breathing diseases, eye
diseases, and Hair problems. It has properties
antibacterial, antifungal and antiseptic.
Like this, every religion has its own share of
sacred trees. Those trees are worshipped to
know their importance, so humans won't
destroy those trees. Or else these valuable;e
assets may be caught in the act of extracting
for paper. We crossed the superstition
timeline and need to understand the
importance of trees i9n the view of science.
Those things are framed like that to keep
things simple, so they won't ask a question.
But now we have rational thought, so we
need to start protecting those plants.
7. Cutting Hair and Nails:
Tuesday is considered an inauspicious day in
India especially Hinduism for cutting hair
and nails. Wednesday and Friday are good
days to cut hair and nails. There are several
differences among the different communities
but the Majority of people consider Tuesday
as an inauspicious day to cut hair and nails.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.mapsofindia.co
m/my-india/india/sacred-trees-in-india%3famp
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There is also a belief that then, there was a
day off for each and every occupation except
8. Sleeping facing East
barbers. So, Barbers chose Tuesday as their
day off and that tradition is still everyone is
Sleeping head facing towards the East and
following.
feet towards the west is said to be the perfect
sleeping position according to many
There is also another significant reason
mythologies. It is said to be sleeping like that
which is scientifically proven that in Tuesday
will please the god but not disrespect them.
gap between mars and earth get closer and it
So, our ancestors advised us to sleep in the
increases the blood flow rate in the body. If
direction of East to west. In every temple,
we disturb any flow by cutting anything like
God's statue will be facing towards the east,
hair on our nails, it may result in injury or
so it will be easier to be followed and they
hurt. So to protect from those incidents, it is
will worship facing west. The actual
said to not cut nails and hair.
scientifical reason is there is a magnetic field
flow from north to south. If we sleep or lay
And also on that day, there will be emission
along the path of flow, it will disturb our
of harmful rays from mars that reach the
body's psychic and blood circulation system
earth's surface. When we cut hair on that
and it will damage brain functions4.
particular day, that sudden change will affect
the body, so, cutting hair on that day is
So, it is always advised to sleep east to west
avoided.
rather than north to south. Some religions
worship towards the centre of the earth or the
Even if we don't have the belief of
equator where there will be less magnetic
superstition, we can skip one day for a whole
field concentration and that direction will
week to protect our bodies from being
improve the immune system and body
harmless.
hygiene.
When comes to nails, our ancestors said not
to cut nails during the night, if we did it will
harm god Laxmi. But the reality is in those
times there are not enough light facilities, if
we cut our nails at night means it may harm
anyone. so to protect from that accidents, it
said to be not to cut nails. That saying turned
into "Don't cut nails after lighting", this light
was not meant to be tube light, it meant small
lamps they were used in those days. But we
must know the reason for that saying. There
is not wrong with cutting nails at night if we
have good ambient lights and good
brightness.

That's why there are astrological rules that are
to be followed while construction, marriage,
studying, sleeping and so on. They know the
importance of direction and also right
direction will improve you dramatically and
some direction will ill you abruptly. Earth is
slightly tilted towards the sun and it revolves
around the sun and also it rotates itself.
Considering all these facts, the direction for
every month, day, and week have been
framed for our safety. But we all ignore the
fact and ignore those rules and regulations.

4
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How many of them placed their bed in the
go to food, food should not come to you. And
right direction, not everyone will be. This is
food place is ground. So, they meant to sit on
because of lethargy towards the ancestor's
the floor and bend towards the food tray.
words. If they are insisting something means
there should be something behind those
We can try to avoid sitting at the table and
words. If you remove the word God and
can prioritize sitting on the floor which is best
religion, you can see the deep science and
for the human body.
facts.
10. Drawing Rangoli

9. Dining Table
Eating at the dining Table becomes a status
thing or fashion thing nowadays. But our
tradition is sitting on the floor by folding our
legs for everything not only for eating.
Folding legs will increase the blood
circulation in the stomach which results in
effective digestion5. That's why they asked us
to sit on the floor while eating so it will
stimulate our digestion. When we sit at the
dining table, blood flow will be normal and it
will flow as normal there is no demerit but
there is also no merit.
Using a table sometimes is okay but often is
not best for our health. And also eating while
sitting on the floor will force us to bend
towards our food tray which further increases
the flexibility and blood circulation in the
stomach. That's why they used to you need to
5

Scientific Reasons Behind Hindu Traditions,
Wordzz.com, ( Mar 20 , 10:15 PM),

In the early mornings, women used to wake
early and they clean draw rangoli in front of
their home. The reason is there will be more
presence of O3 in the early morning which
helps in the respiration system immune and
all internal organ system functions. And also
Rangoli is used to draw in rice flour which
birds can eat that flour all day alone. That is
why this tradition started for women's health
consciousness and birds well being. Women
won't get much of a chance to go out during
those times and also they won't get fresh air
like men do so they used that restricted 2-3
hours effectively. To support their immune
system and to maintain their fitness this
tradition is started and followed.
But now forsake, we are using paints which
will remain in our floor for years and also
skip hard works drawing before night are
adopted now. Using paint won't bring
anything. Now, everyone is going to a job, so
no one gets time for that, but still using paint
is not an option. we must know the reason
behind the activities rather than follow
blindly. So, our next generation won't do
those silly mistakes.
Applying Turmeric in the doorway will
protect our home from fungus, bacteria and
other germs. Because turmeric has antihttps://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wordzz.com/25
-scientific-reasons-behind-hindu-traditions/%3famp
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fungal, anti-viral, antiseptic, anti-bacterial
and antioxidant properties.
That's why turmeric paste is applied to our
doors and also neem leaves and mango leaves
tied in our doorway which has the same
harmful germs repellent attribute.
But now while constructing the home, by
default or by request yellow colour paint is
used in the lace of turmeric. that paint will
last long but for what, no one knows. And
also we can get plastic leaves shaped bunch
available in the market which have no use
except for showcase.
We should start thinking, traditions are not
for showcase, they are for our well-being, if
are not following those traditions is not
matter but insulting those traditions and
misleading our future generations are not fair.
If we have no time to follow those things
means we can withdraw from following but
should not follow in the wrong direction.
Conclusion:
These are all some basic and main examples
of forgotten traditions that have tons of
scientific benefits in them. We should not
confuse tradition with superstitions. If our
forefathers are insisting on something there
may be any reason behind it. Every tradition
activity has some reason behind it. Think
before neglecting things.
*****
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